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Semantics Seminar: Attitudes Across Languages 
Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten   eba@linguist.umass.edu 

 
1. Overview 
 
This seminar will explore the semantics, morphology, and syntax of attitudes across languages. 
We will examine recent and classic observations on crosslinguistic differences between different 
classes of attitudes, e.g. doxastic (think, know) vs. desiderative attitudes (want, wish), paying 
close attention to the morphosyntactic and semantic features which characterize each. We will 
place classic work in dialogue with active debates about the compositional semantics of attitudes 
and related structures (e.g. Anand and Hacquard 2013, 2014; Moulton 2014, to appear; 
Schlenker 2014). We will also investigate data – both published and novel – from understudied 
languages with an eye to the challenges these data pose to previous semantic accounts of 
attitudes. We will explore and clarify the compositional strategies at work in these languages. 
 
Enrolled students will write a final paper and make two in-class presentations, one of which will 
present the student’s final project. The other in-class presentation will present a course reading of 
the student’s choice. Students will lead seminar discussion on the day of their presentation. 
Students will meet individually with Elizabeth such that they have developed a rough idea for 
their final paper by the end of the sixth week. Students will be encouraged to develop projects 
relevant to their own theoretical and empirical interests: a goal of the seminar is to provide 
students with a springboard for new research projects on attitude semantics which also contribute 
to their own research goals.  
 
2. Strategies of attitude construction to be considered 
 
Strategy 1: In English many other well-studied languages (including Romance languages and 
Germanic languages), different attitudes are expressed using lexically distinct attitude verbs: 
                             
(1) a. Mary thinks that it will rain.                 English  

b. Mary wants it to rain.  
 
(2) a. Maria crede     că   Ion i-a             scris.               Romanian (Romance) 

    Maria believes that Ion has.INDIC written 
   ‘Maria believes that Ion wrote to her.’    
 
b. Maria  vrea    săi     răspundă. 
     Maria wants  SUBJ  answer.SUBJ 

      ‘Maria wants to answer him.’                  (Farkas 1992) 
 
Strategy 2: Other languages appear to use different grammatical strategies to express attitudes. 
First, languages like Navajo (3) use a single attitude verb (nízin): the interpretation of the 
sentence can be fixed by the choice of embedded morphology (3a,b) or it can be contextually 
ambiguous (3c). A similar phenomenon is found for Romance verbs of communication (4): 
choice of indicative vs. subjunctive morphology appears to affect the interpretation of the 
attitude as a whole. Other languages employing an apparently similar strategy include other 
Athapaskan languages, Romance languages, Hebrew, Chadic languages, and Mandarin. 
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(3) a. Alice   nahodoołtı̨́ı̨́ł  sha’shin      nízin.     Navajo (Athapaskan) 
     Alice   3S.will.rain  PROBABLY   3S.attitude 
     ‘Alice thinks it will probably rain.’  
 

b. Alice nahodoołtı̨́ı̨́ł   laanaa           nízin.       
     Alice  3S.will.rain   DESIRE.PRT  3S.attitude  
     ‘Alice wants it to rain.’  
 
 c. Alice nahodoołtı̨́ı̨́ł   nízin.  

    Alice   3S.will.rain 3S.attitude 
     ‘Alice thinks it will rain,’ ‘Alice wants it to rain.’ 
 
(4) a. Dice    que      pones            mucha sal.         Spanish (Romance) 
     3S.say COMP  2S.put.INDIC  much  salt 
     ‘He says that you put in lots of salt.’ 
 
 b. Dice    que    pongas         mucha sal. 
     3S.say COMP 2S.put.SUBJ  much  salt 
     ‘He tells you to put in lots of salt.’                    (Ahern and Leonetti 2004) 
 
Strategy 3: A final set of languages appears to distinguish various attitudes by means of verbal 
affixes. The following examples highlight two verbal affixes that express desire: 
 
(5) Sugusik     sini-guma-juk.        Inuktitut – Labrador Inuttut (Inuit) 
 child.ABS   sleep-want-INTR.PART.3S 
 ‘The child wants to sleep.’              (Johns 1999: 176) 
 
(6) a. É-mésėhé-táno.               Cheyenne (Algonquian) 

    3S-eat-want 
     ‘He wants to eat.’ 
 
b. Né-vóom-á-tanó'tov-ȧtse.  
    2-see.AN-?-want.TA-1:2 
    ‘I want to see you.’           (Sarah Murray, p.c.) 

 
 
The study of languages exhibiting Strategy 1 has driven much work on the meaning of attitudes 
and has allowed semanticists to posit distinct classes of attitudes (e.g. desiderative vs. doxastic vs. 
assertive attitudes) on the basis of semantic and morphosyntactic differences between them.  
 
However, since previous formal semantic work has been entirely focused on languages 
exhibiting only one of the three apparent strategies, our understanding of attitudes is still 
incomplete. Once we have considered foundational works on the semantics of attitudes, this 
seminar will explore and clarify the analytic details of – and the relationship between – the three 
strategies shown above. 
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3. Overview of theoretical topics to be addressed 
 
By reading recent and classic research and exploring novel data from understudied languages, we 
will explore questions including the following: 
 
• How have semanticists represented the truth and felicity conditions of different classes of 

attitudes, including those represented by the English sentences below?  
o What are the semantic differences between them? What are their similarities? 

 
(7) a. Mary thinks that Alice read the book.                          doxastic 

b. Mary says that Alice will come to the party.                        assertive 
 c. Mary imagined that Alice came to the party.                     imaginative 

d. Mary wants Alice to come to the party.                     desiderative 
 e. Mary wishes that Alice had come to the party.              desiderative  (counterfactual) 
 f. Mary demanded that Alice come to the party.                          directive 
 
• What syntactic and morphological evidence do linguists have for these classes of attitudes? 

 
• How, exactly, do various attitude meanings arise compositionally in the three strategies 

illustrated in (1) – (6)? Can our analysis of one of these strategies inform our analysis of one 
of the other strategies? 

  
• Crosslinguistically, how do attitudes interact with tense, aspect, and mood morphology? E.g., 

o Past tense or perfect morphology occurs in wishes in some languages. 
o Future tense, subjunctive, and irrealis morphology obligatorily appears with 

desiderative and directive attitudes in some languages; in the same languages, this 
morphology is not found with assertive or doxastic attitudes. 

 
• How do attitude verbs relate to other ‘categories’ of expressions, including sign language 

context- and perspective-shifting markers (Schlenker 2014)? How can our theory of one of 
these categories inform our theories of the others?  

 
4. Course requirements 
 
Students will be required to write a final paper for the course, due on the final day of the term. 
Students will meet individually with Elizabeth such that they have developed a rough idea for 
their final paper by the end of the sixth week. In addition to this, students will be required to 
make two presentations in class. The first presentation will address a reading (or a collection of 
shorter readings). The second presentation will present the student’s research for their final paper.  
 
The course will incorporate both lecture and student-led discussion. The proportion of the course 
dedicated to student-led discussion will increase as the semester goes on. Students will lead 
discussion on the day that they present a course reading. Students will meet beforehand with 
Elizabeth to discuss the issues raised by the papers they present and to discuss additional relevant 
readings and data of interest to the student. Student-led discussion provides a forum for critical 
discussion, clarification, and brainstorming about theoretical accounts of new crosslinguistic data.  
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5. Course goals 
 
Students will meet with Elizabeth throughout the semester in order to develop projects which are, 
ideally, both relevant to their own broader research interests and which address current debates 
in the attitudes literature. A goal of the seminar is to provide students with a starting point for 
new research projects on attitude semantics which also contribute to their own research goals. 
 
There is great potential for research completed in this course to lead to interesting and viable 
longer-term research projects. Investigation of attitudes dovetails with other topics in semantics 
and syntax which students may have previous interest in, including the semantics of tense and 
modality, the syntax and semantics of clausal complementation and embedding, and the 
contribution of mood morphology. 
 
Furthermore, the analysis of attitudes is not only itself a topic of increasing interest to 
semanticists (e.g. Kratzer 2013; Anand and Hacquard 2013, 2014; Schlenker 2014; Moulton to 
appear; inter alia), but is relevant to additional ‘hot topics’ in semantics, including: 
 
• What is the division of semantic labor between lexical items and functional structure? (E.g., 

Hale and Keyser 2002, Cuervo 2003, Harley and Noyer 2003, Borer 2005, Levin and 
Rappaport Hovav 2005, Ramchand 2008, among many others). Specific questions relevant to 
attitudes include: 

 
o Should modality be included in the lexical entries of attitude verbs (Anand and 

Hacquard 2013), or is it contributed by functional structure (Kratzer 2006, 2013; 
Moulton 2009), or is there modal meaning in both positions (White 2014)? 

 
o Should temporal orientation be encoded as part of the lexical meaning of attitudes or 

other modal expressions (e.g. Condoravdi 2002), or do certain attitudes and modals 
select for complements with certain temporal orientation (Abusch 2004, Matthewson 
2011, Wurmbrand 2014, inter alia)? What kinds of empirical evidence can help us to 
decide between these options? 

 
• How should we model ‘context shift’ in constructions that cannot be analyzed as quotations? 

What is the relationship between context shift phenomena (e.g. shifted indexicals) and 
propositional attitudes? (Schlenker 2003, Anand & Nevis 2004, Quer 2005, Schlenker 2014)  

 
• How do our findings for attitudes bear on questions of semantic variation and universality 

(von Fintel and Matthewson 2008)? 
 
6. Desired background for students 
 
Graduate Semantics (LIN1145) and Intensional Semantics (LIN1146) or equivalent. The study of 
attitudes requires familiarity with possible world semantics, modal semantics (e.g. modal 
accessibility relations), and tense. Additional background readings can be provided to students 
who wish to develop their understanding of these topics.   
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7. Outline of topics and papers by week 
 
*-marks papers suggested for presentation 
 
Week: 
Unit 1:  Attitudes: background and crosslinguistic perspective  
 
1 Syllabus and introduction of attitudes 
 Hintikka 1969 (‘Semantics for propositional attitudes’) 

Bolinger 1968 (‘Post-posed main phrases: An English rule for the Romance subjunctive’) 
Stalnaker 1984 (excerpt from Inquiry) 
 

2 Modal attitude verbs (Strategy 1) and introduction of attitude verb classes 
 Anand and Hacquard 2013 (‘Epistemics and attitudes’) 
 *Anand and Hacquard 2014 (‘Factivity, belief, and discourse’) 
 
3 Crosslinguistic expressions of attitudes 
 Navajo data from Bogal-Allbritten 2015 (‘The decomposition of belief and desire’) 
 *Johns 1992 (‘On the lexical semantics of affixal ‘want’ in Inuktitut’) 

*Aboh 2006 (‘Complementation in Saramaccan and Gungbe’) 
*Saito 2012 (‘Sentence types and the Japanese right periphery’) 

 
Unit 2:  Attitude verbs and their complements     
 
4 Classes of attitude verbs 

Bresnan 1972 (excerpt of ‘Theory of Complementation in English Syntax’) 
Grimshaw 1979 (‘Complement selection and the lexicon’) 

 Pesetsky 1991 (short excerpt of ‘Zero Syntax: Vol II’) 
Heim 1992 (‘Presupposition projection and the semantics of attitude verbs’) 
*Villalta 2000 (‘Spanish subjunctive clauses require ordered alternatives’) 

 
5-6 Mood in the complement 
 *Farkas 1992 (‘On the semantics of subjunctive complements’) 
 Portner 1997 (‘The semantics of mood, complementation, and conversational force’) 
 *Quer 2001 (‘Interpreting mood’) 
 Portner 2011 (‘Verbal mood’) 
 
6-7 Temporal markers in the complement of attitude verbs and modals 

Condoravdi 2002 (‘Temporal interpretation of modals’) 
 *Abusch 2004 (‘On the temporal composition of infinitives’) 

Matthewson 2012 (‘On the (non-)future orientation of modals’) 
 *Wurmbrand 2014 (‘Tense and aspect in English infinitives’) 
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Unit 3:  Strategy 2: Non-modal attitude verbs and embedded modals  
 
8 Modality in embedded clauses 

Kratzer 2006 (‘Decomposing attitude verbs’) 
Kratzer 2013 (‘Semantics of embedding’) 

 Moulton 2009 (Ch. 3, ‘Natural selection and the syntax of clausal complementation’) 
 *Moulton 2009 (‘Clausal complementation and the wager-class’) 
 *White 2014 (‘Factive-implicatives and modalized complements’) 
 
9 Assertion by embedded clauses 
 Hooper 1975 (‘On Assertative Predicates’) 
 *Simons 2007 (‘Observations on embedding verbs, evidentiality, and presupposition’) 
 *Schlenker 2014 (‘Super monsters’) 
 
10 Similarities between attitudes and noun-complement constructions (e.g. ‘the story that p’) 
 Stowell 1981 (excerpt of Origins of phrase structure) 

*Jenks 2014 (‘Generalized clausal modifiers in Thai noun phrases’) 
Moulton to appear (‘CPs: Copies and compositionality’) 

  
 
Unit 4: Wrap-up     
11  Student presentations of final projects 
 
12  Student presentations of final projects 
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